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- Pre departure information pack (travel check list, general
travel information about Portugal)
- 7 nights lodging in charming hotels
- 7 breakfasts
- Arrival transport from Porto Airport to first hotel
- Welcome Briefing
- personalized bike fitting
- Digital information book (Daily information, Maps,
Restaurant recommendations)
- Luggage Transfer every day
- Departure Transfer from last Hotel to Porto Airport
- Liability and personal accidents Insurance
- Local support number
- Navigation app

Non-included Services :
- All non-mentioned services & activities
- Pic nics
- Lunches
- Dinners
- Drinks
- Tips
- Train Pinhao-Covelinhas on day 6
- City Taxes

Optionnal Services :
- GPS (50 € par GPS)

*January, February, March November, Décember

April, May, June          + 55,00 € 
Easter, July, August, September, October      + 110,00 € 
(25.-31.03.24)

Included Services : 

Day 6 - Pinhao - Peso da Régua 28 km
Today you'll be driving towards your final destination: Peso 
da Régua. You'll start to feel like a local, with long paths 
and traditional houses scattered across the land. End the 
day in Peso da Régua, another important town nestling on 
the banks of the Douro, full of history and traditions about 
wine production and festivals. Take advantage of the 
Original Douro Hotel for a restorative break or enjoy the 
sunset around the town to round off this magnificent day.

Day 7 - Loop around Peso da Régua 28 km
Almost half of the final leg takes place along the river, so if 
the weather permits, take the opportunity to have a swim! 
This loop around Peso da Régua takes you through Douro 
wine country. The many undulating slopes are a challenge 
for wine tasters and cyclists alike. One of the best places to 
taste wine today is at Quinta da Pacheca, one of the 
Douro's best-known estates, distinguished by the fact that 
it was the first to bottle wines bearing its brand name.

Day 8 Departure
After a 2-hour transfer to Porto airport, it's time to leave 
this little corner of paradise and say "goodbye and see 
you soon".

Level of difficulty :  
Minimum number of participants  : 2  

Price per person from 

In double room

In single room

Bike rental 
Hybrid bike 

E-bike

Solo traveller supplement

Price in € 
(low season*) 

1140,00* 

 150,00
 270,00 

1580,00

495,00
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